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In August 1999 the North Eurasia Group of SIL International and the Institute 

for Bible Translation held a workshop for translators from ten Turkic languages: 

Azerbaijani, Turkmen, Tatar, Karakalpak, Kyrgyz, Uzbek, Khakas, Tuvan, 

Altai, and Yakut. None of the translators were trained linguists. Non-native 

speakers of the languages who worked with the translators also participated. 

The purpose was to help the translators consider discourse-related structures 

relevant to translation. These included anaphora, use of pronouns, participant 

reference, focus and topic, word order, sentence length, background/foreground 

distinctions, use of conjunctions, cohesion, and the use of tense/aspect. 

After each interactive lecture, participants worked in groups according to 

language. During these sessions, the participants applied the material that had 

been presented to actual texts. 

The papers that developed from the workshop were published in Comments on 

Discourse Structures in Ten Turkic Languages, edited by Clifton and Clifton. 

Two other papers in the volume, those by Gray and by Humnick, represent work 

by members of the North Eurasia Group who were not able to attend the 

workshop. All the papers are presented as work papers. Each paper includes at 

least one interlinear text upon which many of the observations are based. 

As much as possible, we have left the analyses as they were developed by the 

authors. All the interlinear texts are presented in a 3-line format consisting of the 

text as written, a line with morpheme breaks, and a line with glosses. We have 

not, however, standardized the representation of morphemes. Some authors use 

abstract forms, while others use the surface allomorphs. 

We have standardized grammatical terminology as much as possible. For 

example, in a number of the languages we have made a basic distinction in the 

participles between perfect and imperfect rather than between past and present, 

and have consistently referred to aorist forms as present/future. We also decided 

not to break off derivational morphemes. 

We have used gerund, the traditional term from Turkic linguistics, for forms 

which have been referred to elsewhere as converbs or serial verbs, but 

differentiate between various types. For example, the most neutral form is 

referred to as a conjunctive gerund, while other forms are simultaneous gerunds, 

sequential gerunds, gerunds of manner, and so on. 

We trust these papers, especially the interlinear texts, will be of use to others 

involved in the analysis of Turkic languages. 
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Discourse Analysis of Zarafat ‘Joke’: 
An Azerbaijani Short Story by Cümşüd İsgǝndǝrov 

Peter Kirk 

Azerbaijani is a member of the Oghuz (or Southern) branch of Turkic 
languages (Schönig 1998, Grimes 2000). There are two main varieties of 
Azerbaijani, North Azerbaijani and South Azerbaijani. North Azerbaijani is 
spoken by over 7 million people, the majority of whom live in the independent 
country of Azerbaijan (Grimes 2000). North Azerbaijani was written in Arabic 
script up to 1929. Since then, the language was written using a Latin alphabet 
until the late 1930s, then by a Cyrillic alphabet until the 1990s, and then by a 
(different) Latin alphabet (Schönig 1998). 

The story Zarafat is a humorous short story written in the Azerbaijani 
language in 1983 and published in İsgǝndǝrov (1991). It is one of a set of texts 
in the northern Azerbaijani analysed at the Turkic Discourse Workshop.1 This 
story is considered a good example of modern Azerbaijani literary style. Other 
Azerbaijani texts examined at the workshop included traditional legends and 
fairy tales as well as other modern literary and descriptive works in various 
genres; these texts were also compared with texts in other Turkic languages. 
This text was chosen for close analysis because it shows a number of interesting 
discourse features in a relatively short text. It is noteworthy that this text differs 
in several ways, both in grammar and syntax and in discourse features, from 
more traditional stories. Some of these differences are noted in the comments 
which follow the text below. 

Interlinearised Text
2
 

1) İnstitutu qurtaranda Raufla mǝnim tǝ’yinatımı bir 
 institut-u qurtar-an-da Rauf-la mǝn-im tǝ’yinat-ım-ı bir 
 institute-ACC finish-SPTC-LOC Rauf-COM 1sP-GEN assignment-1sPS-ACC one 
 

                                                           
1 The members of the group included Tarana Nasirova, Nisaxanym Asadova, Seung-
Hoon Kim, David Solgun, and Peter Kirk. The first two members of the group are 
educated native Azerbaijani speakers; the other three are Azerbaijani-speaking linguists. 
2 ABL=Ablative; ACC=Accusative; CMPL=Completive; CND=Conditional; COM= 

Comitive; COP=Copula; DAT=Dative; FDEM=Far Demonstrative; FPTC=Future 
Participle; FUT=Future; FUTNEG=Future Negative; GCNJ=Gerund: Conjunctive; GEN= 

Genitive; GPUR=Gerund: Purpose; GSIM=Gerund: Simultaneous; IMP2P=Imperative; 
INF=Infinitive; LOC=Locative; NDEM=Near Demonstrative; NEG=Negative; OBL= 

Obligative; OPT=Optative; OPTC=Object Participle; PCNT=Past Continuous; PCOP=Past 
Copula; PL=Plural; PPERF=Past Perfect; PR=Present; PST=Past; Q=Question; REL= 

Relativizer; RFLX=Reflexive; SPTC=Subject Participle; nxP=Pronoun; nxPS=Possessor 
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 idarǝyǝ verdilǝr. 
 idarǝ-yǝ ver-di-lǝr 
 office-DAT give-PST-3p 

When Rauf and I graduated from the institute we were given an assignment 
in the same office. 

2) Xoşbǝxtlikdǝn ikimiz dǝ bir şö’bǝdǝ, hǝtta bir 
 xoşbǝxtlik-dǝn iki-miz dǝ bir şö’bǝ-dǝ hǝtta bir 
 good.fortune-ABL two-1pPS also one department-LOC even one 
 
 kabinetdǝ oturmalı olduq. 
 kabinet-dǝ otur-malı ol-du-q 
 office.room-LOC sit-OBL become-PST-1p 

We were fortunate to be put in the same department, even in the same room. 

3) Altı-yeddi ay idi ki, işlǝyirdik. 
 altı-yeddi ay idi ki işlǝ-yirdi-k 
 six-seven month PCOP CMPL work-PCNT-1p 

We had been working for six or seven months. 

4) Artıq idarǝyǝ isinişmişdik. 
 artıq idarǝ-yǝ isiniş-mişdi-k 
 already office-DAT get.accustomed-PPERF-1p 

We had already become accustomed to the office. 

5) İşçilǝrin bǝ’zilǝri ilǝ dǝ dostluq edirdik. 
 işçi-lǝr-in bǝ’zi-lǝr-i ilǝ dǝ dostluq ed-irdi-k 
 worker-PL-GEN some-PL-3PS COM also friendship do-PCNT-1p 

We were friends with some of our colleagues. 

6) Qonşu otaqda oturan – şö’bǝmizin işçisi Azǝrlǝ 
 qonşu otaq-da otur-an şö’bǝ-miz-in işçi-si Azǝr-lǝ 
 neighbour room-LOC sit-SPTC department-1pPS-GEN worker-3PS Azer-COM 
 
 daha mehriban olmuşduq. 
 daha mehriban ol-muşdu-q 
 more friendly become-PPERF-1p 

We had become especially friendly with Azer, a colleague in our department 
who worked in the next room. 
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7) Zarafatımızdan qalmırdıq. 
 zarafat-ımız-dan qal-m-ırdı-q 
 joke-1pPS-ABL stay-NEG-PCNT-1p 

We never stopped joking. 

8) Elǝ Azǝrin özü dǝ zarafatcıl, yumoru sevǝn oğlan 
 elǝ Azǝr-in öz-ü dǝ zarafatcıl yumor-u sev-ǝn oğlan 
 thus Azer-GEN RFLX-3PS also joker humour-ACC love-SPTC boy 
 
 idi. 
 idi 
 PCOP 

Azer was the same sort of joking and humour-loving young man. 

9) Bütün bunlar hamısı yaxşı olsa da şö’bǝ 
 bütün bun-lar hamı-sı yaxşı ol-sa da şö’bǝ 
 whole NDEM-PL all-3PS good become-CND also department 
 
 müdirimizin bizǝ qarşı münasibǝti get-gedǝ 
 müdir-imiz-in biz-ǝ qarşı münasibǝt-i get_gedǝ 
 chief-1pPS-GEN 1pP-DAT opposite attitude-3PS gradually 
 
 pislǝşirdi. 
 pislǝş-irdi 
 deteriorate-PCNT 

But although this was all good, our department chief’s attitude towards us 
was gradually getting worse. 

10) İş o yerǝ çatmışdı ki, bizim barǝmizdǝ 
 iş o yer-ǝ çat-mışdı ki biz-im barǝ-miz-dǝ 
 work FDEM place-DAT reach-PPERF CMPL 1pP-GEN concerning-1pPS-LOC 
 
 direktora da şikayǝt etmişdi. 
 direktor-a da şikayǝt et-mişdi 
 director-DAT also complaint do-PPERF 

Things had gone so far that he had even complained to the director about us. 

11) Müdirimizin iradı da bu idi ki, yanımıza çox 
 müdir-imiz-in irad-ı da bu idi ki yan-ımız-a çox 
 chief-1pPS-GEN cavil-3PS also NDEM PCOP CMPL side-1pPS-DAT many 
 
 adam gedib-gǝlir. 
 adam ged-ib-gǝl-ir 
 person go-GCNJ-come-PR 

Our chief’s complaint was also that many people were visiting us. 
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12) Neçǝ dǝfǝ hirslǝnib: – Yığışdırın bu burdan! 
 neçǝ dǝfǝ hirslǝn-ib yığışdır-ın bu bura-dan 
 how.many time make.angry-GCNJ tidy.up-IMP2p NDEM here-ABL 

How many times had he angrily said to us, “Stop all this coming and going! 

13) Döndǝrmisiniz buranı “şeytan bazarı”na! – demişdi. 
 döndǝr-mi-siniz bura-nı şeytan bazar-ın-a de-mişdi 
 turn-Q-2p here-ACC Satan market-3PS-DAT say-PPERF 

You have turned this place into Satan’s market!” 

14) Kişi haqlı idi. 
 kişi haqlı idi 
 man right PCOP 

The man was right. 

15) Düzü, yanımıza gǝlib-gedǝn az olmurdu. 
 düz-ü yan-ımız-a gǝlib_gedǝn az ol-m-urdu 
 straight-3PS side-1pPS-DAT visitor little become-NEG-PCNT 

It was true; our visitors were not just a few. 

16) Amma mǝsǝlǝ bundaydı ki, bu gǝlib-gedǝnlǝr bizim 
 amma mǝsǝlǝ bu-nda-y-dı ki bu gǝlib_gedǝn-lǝr biz-im 
 but matter NDEM-LOC-be-PST CMPL NDEM visitor-PL 1pP-GEN 
 
 yataqxana, tǝlǝbǝ dostlarımız idi. 
 yataqxana tǝlǝbǝ dost-lar-ımız idi 
 hostel student friend-PL-1pPS PCOP 

But the problem was that these visitors were our hostel and student friends. 

17) Tez-tez bizimlǝ hal-ǝhval tutmağa gǝlirdilǝr. 
 tez-tez biz-im-lǝ hal_ǝhval tut-mağa gǝl-irdi-lǝr 
 quick-quick 1pP-GEN-COM health inquire-GPUR come-PCNT-3p 

They often came to catch up on how we were. 

18) Nǝ onların özlǝri bilirdilǝr ki, bu 
 nǝ on-lar-ın öz-lǝr-i bil-irdi-lǝr ki bu 
 neither 3sP-PL-GEN RFLX-PL-3PS know-PCNT-3p CMPL NDEM 
 
 gǝliş-gediş üçün bizim üzümüz danlanır, nǝ dǝ 
 gǝliş_gediş üçün biz-im üz-ümüz danlan-ır nǝ dǝ 
 coming.and.going for 1pP-GEN face-1pPS be.rebuked-PR neither also 
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 biz ürǝk edib deyǝ bilirdik ki, bǝs mǝsǝlǝ belǝdir. 
 biz ürǝk ed-ib de-yǝ bil-irdi-k ki bǝs mǝsǝlǝ belǝ-dir 
 1pP heart do-GCNJ say-GSIM know-PCNT-1p CMPL but matter such-COP 

Neither did they know that we were being rebuked for their visits, nor did we 
have the heart to say, “You see, it’s like this. 

19) Bir az bu gǝliş-gedişi azaldın. 
 bir az bu gǝliş_gediş-i azald-ın 
 one little NDEM coming.and.going-ACC reduce-IMP2p 

Cut down your visiting a little.” 

20) Qorxurduq ki, bircǝ kǝlmǝ söz ilǝ neçǝ il bir qrupda 
 qorx-urdu-q ki bircǝ kǝlmǝ söz ilǝ neçǝ il bir qrup-da 
 fear-PCNT-1p CMPL only word word COM how.many year one group-LOC 
 
 oxuduğumuz, bir yataqxanada qaldığımız dostlarımızın 
 oxu-duğ-umuz bir yataqxana-da qal-dığ-ımız dost-lar-ımız-ın 
 read-OPTC-1pPS one hostel-LOC stay-OPTC-1pPS friend-PL-1pPS-GEN 
 
 ürǝklǝrinǝ xal salaq. 
 ürǝk-lǝr-i-nǝ xal sal-aq 
 heart-PL-3PS-DAT birthmark lay-1p 

We were afraid that with just a word we would put a mark in the hearts of 
(i.e., spoil our relationships with) the friends we had studied in one group 
with and lived in the same hostel with for so many years. 

21) Düşünǝrlǝr ki, kişilǝr vǝzifǝ sahibi olandan yaman 
 düşün-ǝr-lǝr ki kişi-lǝr vǝzifǝ sahib-i ol-an-dan yaman 
 think-FUT-3p CMPL man-PL job owner-3PS become-SPTC-ABL evil 
 
 dǝyişiblǝr. 
 dǝyiş-ib-lǝr 
 change-GCNJ-3p 

They would think that the men had changed terribly from getting a job. 

22) Nǝ isǝ… Yenǝ günlǝrin bir günündǝ Fǝrman 
 nǝ isǝ yenǝ gün-lǝr-in bir gün-ü-ndǝ Fǝrman 
 what on.the.other.hand again day-PL-GEN one day-3PS-LOC Ferman 
 
 qapını açdı. 
 qapı-nı aç-dı 
 door-ACC open-PST 

And then… one day Ferman opened the door again. 
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23) Xoş-beş, on beşdǝn sonra böyrümüzdǝki stulu çǝkib 
 xoş-beş on beş-dǝn sonra böyr-ümüz-dǝ-ki stul-u çǝk-ib 
 pleasant-five ten five-ABL after side-1pPS-LOC-REL chair-ACC draw-GCNJ 
 
 ǝylǝşdi vǝ sol ayağını aşırdı sağ ayağının 
 ǝylǝş-di vǝ sol ayağ-ı-nı aşır-dı sağ ayağ-ı-nın 
 sit.down-PST and left foot-3PS-ACC cross.over-PST right foot-3PS-GEN 
 
 üstünǝ. 
 üstünǝ 
 on 

After ‘pleasant five, fifteen’ (greetings), he drew up the chair beside us, sat 
down and crossed his left leg over his right leg. 

24) Bu Fǝrman o Fǝrmandır ki, keçǝn hǝftǝ düz iki 
 bu Fǝrman o Fǝrman-dır ki keç-ǝn hǝftǝ düz iki 
 NDEM Ferman FDEM Ferman-COP CMPL pass-SPTC week straight two 
 
 saat yanımızda oturub gedǝndǝn sonra müdirimiz 
 saat yan-ımız-da otur-ub ged-ǝn-dǝn sonra müdir-imiz 
 hour side-1pPS-LOC sit-GCNJ go-SPTC-ABL after chief-1pPS 
 
 onun üstündǝ hǝr ikimizi salmışdı qoz qabığına. 
 o-nun üstündǝ hǝr iki-miz-i sal-mışdı qoz qabığ-ı-na 
 3sP-GEN because.of every two-1pPS-ACC lay-PPERF walnut shell-3PS-DAT 

This Ferman was the Ferman because of whom our chief had laid us on the 
walnut shells (i.e., hauled us over the coals) after he had sat with us for two 
full hours the previous week. 

25) Yenǝ işin  nǝ yerdǝ olduğunu bilib 
 yenǝ iş-in nǝ yer-dǝ ol-duğ-u-nu bil-ib 
 again work-GEN what place-LOC be-OPTC-3PS-ACC know-GCNJ 
 
 hal-ǝhvaldan sonra hǝr ikimiz başımızı salıb 
 hal_ǝhval-dan sonra hǝr iki-miz baş-ımız-ı sal-ıb 
 health-ABL after every two-1pPS head-1pPS-ACC lay-GCNJ 
 
 aşağı laqeydcǝsinǝ öz işimizlǝ mǝşğul olduq. 
 aşağı laqeydcǝsinǝ öz iş-imiz-lǝ mǝşğul ol-du-q 
 downwards indifferently own work-1pPS-COM busy become-PST-1p 

Knowing how things stood, after a few words we both lowered our heads 
and indifferently got on with our work. 

26) Bir xeyli keçmişdi ki, iş yoldaşımız Azǝr gülǝ-gülǝ içǝri 
 bir xeyli keç-mişdi ki iş yoldaş-ımız Azǝr gülǝ_gülǝ içǝri 
 one much pass-PPERF CMPL work comrade-1pPS Azer laughing inside 
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 girdi. 
 gir-di 
 enter-PST 

Some time later our work colleague Azer came in laughing. 

27) Nǝ isǝ zarafat etmǝk istǝdi. 
 nǝ isǝ zarafat et-mǝk istǝ-di 
 what on.the.other.hand joke do-INF want-PST 

He wanted to make some sort of joke. 

28) Raufla mǝn qeyri-ixtiyari ciddilǝşdik. 
 Rauf-la mǝn qeyri_ixtiyari ciddilǝş-di-k 
 Rauf-COM 1sP instinctive become.serious-PST-1p 

Rauf and I instinctively became serious. 

29) Əhǝmiyyǝt vermǝdiyimizi görüb Azǝr bir neçǝ kǝlmǝ 
 ǝhǝmiyyǝt ver-mǝ-diy-imiz-i gör-üb Azǝr bir neçǝ kǝlmǝ 
 significance give-NEG-OPTC-1pPS-ACC see-GCNJ Azer one how.many word 
 
 o yandan, bu yandan danışıb öz-özünǝ 
 o yan-dan bu yan-dan danış-ıb öz-öz-ü-nǝ 
 FDEM side-ABL NDEM side-ABL speak-GCNJ RFLX-RFLX-3PS-DAT 
 
 gülǝ-gülǝ dǝ otaqdan çıxdı. 
 gülǝ_gülǝ dǝ otaq-dan çıx-dı 
 laughing also room-ABL leave-PST 

Seeing that we were ignoring him, Azer said a few words here and there and 
left the room laughing to himself. 

30) Elǝ bununla da vǝziyyǝt dǝyişdi. 
 elǝ bu-nun-la da vǝziyyǝt dǝyiş-di 
 thus NDEM-GEN-COM also situation change-PST 

With this the situation changed. 

31) otaqdakı sükutu Rauf pozdu. 
 otaq-da-kı sükut-u Rauf poz-du 
 room-LOC-REL silence-ACC Rauf erase-PST 

Rauf broke the silence in the room. 

32) Fǝrmana  sarı dönüb başladı ki, eh, qardaş, dünyanın 
 Fǝrman-a sarı dön-üb başla-dı ki eh qardaş dünya-nın 
 Ferman-DAT towards turn-GCNJ commence-PST CMPL eh brother world-GEN 
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 işinǝ bax! 
 iş-i-nǝ bax 
 work-3PS-DAT look 

He turned to Ferman and said, “Look, brother, see how the world is! 

33) Heç rǝvadır ki, bu boyda oğlan ağlını itirǝ?! 
 heç rǝva-dır ki bu boy-da oğlan ağl-ı-nı itir-ǝ 
 no suitable-COP CMPL NDEM size-LOC boy mind-3PS-ACC lose-OPT 

It’s not right that a guy this age loses his mind?” 

34) Fǝrman tǝǝccüblǝndi: – Noolub ki? 
 Fǝrman tǝǝccüblǝn-di no-ol-ub ki? 
 Ferman get.surprised-PST what-become-GCNJ CMPL 

Ferman was surprised: “What’s happened?” 

35) Rauf başladı ki, ta  bundan artıq olacaq? 
 Rauf başla-dı ki ta buna-dan artıq ol-acaq 
 Rauf commence-PST CMPL so NDEM-ABL already become-FPTC 

Rauf began, “What more could happen? 

36) Gül kimi oğlan durduğu yerdǝ havalanıb, 
 gül kimi oğlan dur-duğ-u yer-dǝ havalan-ıb 
 flower like boy stand-OPTC-3PS place-LOC become.mad-GCNJ 
 
 başına hava gǝlib. 
 baş-ı-na hava gǝl-ib 
 head-3PS-DAT air come-GCNJ 

A guy like a flower (i.e., a nice guy) has gone crazy where he stands, his 
head has filled with air (i.e., he has gone out of his mind). 

37) Danışığını, sözünü bilmir. 
 danışığ-ı-nı söz-ü-nü bil-m-ir 
 talk-3PS-ACC word-3PS-ACC know-NEG-PR 

He doesn’t know a word of what he’s saying. 

38) Bax, gördünmü, içǝri girdi, öz-özünǝ danışdı vǝ 
 bax gör-dü-n-mü içǝri gir-di öz-öz-ü-nǝ danış-dı vǝ 
 look see-PST-2s-Q inside enter-PST RFLX-RFLX-3PS-DAT speak-PST and 
 
 gülǝ-gülǝ dǝ çıxdı. 
 gülǝ_gülǝ dǝ çıx-dı 
 laughing also leave-PST 

Didn’t you see him? He came in, talked to himself and went out laughing. 
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39) O gün dǝ dǝhlizdǝ kiminsǝ başına bir qapaz 
 o gün dǝ dǝhliz-dǝ kim-in-sǝ baş-ı-na bir qapaz 
 FDEM day also corridor-LOC who-GEN-CND head-3PS-DAT one cuff 
 
 salıb, deyirlǝr. 
 sal-ıb de-yir-lǝr 
 lay-GCNJ say-PR-3p 

The other day he cuffed someone on the head in the corridor, they say.” 

40) Söhbǝtin bu yerindǝ mǝni gülmǝk tutdu. 
 söhbǝt-in bu yer-i-ndǝ mǝn-i gül-mǝk tut-du 
 conversation-GEN NDEM place-3PS-LOC 1sP-ACC laugh-INF catch-PST 

At this point in the conversation laughter overcame me.  

41) Özümü saxlaya bilmǝyǝcǝyimi görüb bir bǝhanǝ 
 öz-üm-ü saxla-ya bil-mǝ-yǝcǝy-im-i gör-üb bir bǝhanǝ 
 RFLX-1sPS-ACC keep-GSIM know-NEG-FPTC-1sPS-ACC see-GCNJ one excuse 
 
 ilǝ otaqdan çıxdım. 
 ilǝ otaq-dan çıx-dı-m 
 COM room-ABL leave-PST-1s 

Seeing that I would not be able to control myself, I made an excuse and left 
the room. 

42) Vǝ qonşu otağa – Azǝrin yanına keçdim. 
 vǝ qonşu otağ-a Azǝr-in yan-ı-na keç-di-m 
 and neighbour room-DAT Azer-GEN side-3PS-DAT pass-PST-1s 

And I went into the next room, to Azer. 

43) Raufun  Fǝrmana danışdıqlarını ona çatdıranda 
 Rauf-un Fǝrman-a danış-dıq-lar-ı-nı o-na çatdır-an-da 
 Rauf-GEN Ferman-DAT speak-OPTC-PL-3PS-ACC 3sP-DAT convey-SPTC-LOC 
 
 Azǝr dinmǝzcǝ dǝhlizǝ çıxıb keçdi birbaşa bizim 
 Azǝr dinmǝzcǝ dǝhliz-ǝ çıx-ıb keç-di birbaşa biz-im 
 Azer silently corridor-DAT leave-GCNJ pass-PST directly 1pP-GEN 
 
 otağa. 
 otağ-a 
 room-DAT 

When I told him what Rauf had said to Ferman, Azer silently went out into 
the corridor and straight into our room. 
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44) Keçmǝyi ilǝ dǝ barmaqlarını cütlǝyib Raufun üstünǝ 
 keç-mǝy-i ilǝ dǝ barmaq-lar-ı-nı cütlǝ-yib Rauf-un üstünǝ 
 pass-INF-3PS COM also finger-PL-3PS-ACC pair-GCNJ Rauf-GEN on 
 
 atılmağı bir oldu: – Çıxararam gözlǝrini,  mǝn 
 atıl-mağ-ı bir ol-du çıxar-ar-am göz-lǝr-i-ni mǝn 
 be.thrown-INF-3PS one become-PST tear.out-FUT-1s eye-PL-2sPS-ACC 1sP 
 
 dǝliyǝm?! 
 dǝli-yǝm 
 crazy-1s 

As he went in he paired his fingers (i.e., raised his fists) and threw himself 
straight on to Rauf, saying, “I’ll gouge your eyes out, I’m crazy, am I? 

45) Bu gǝlib-gedǝnǝ nǝ danışırsan mǝnim barǝmdǝ?.. 
 bu gǝlib_gedǝn-ǝ nǝ danış-ır-san mǝn-im barǝ-m-dǝ 
 NDEM visitor-DAT what speak-PR-2s 1sP-GEN concerning-1sPS-LOC 

What are you saying to this visitor about me?” 

46) Bununla da o gündǝn işimiz düzǝlibdir. 
 bu-nun-la da o gün-dǝn iş-imiz düzǝl-ib-dir 
 NDEM-GEN-COM also FDEM day-ABL work-1pPS become.straight-GCNJ-COP 

As a result from that day on our work has been straightened out. 

47) Azǝrin doğrudan da havalanmasına inanan Fǝrman 
 Azǝr-in doğru-dan da havalanma-sı-na inan-an Fǝrman 
 Azer-GEN correct-ABL also becoming.mad-3PS-DAT believe-SPTC Ferman 
 
 elǝ o çıxan çıxıbdır. 
 elǝ o çıx-an çıx-ıb-dır 
 such FDEM leave-SPTC leave-GCNJ-COP 

Ferman, believing that Azer really had gone crazy, left and has never come 
back. 

48) Qǝribǝ burasıdır ki, yanımıza gǝlib-gedǝnin sayı da 
 qǝribǝ bura-sı-dır ki yan-ımız-a gǝlib_gedǝn-in say-ı da 
 strange here-3PS-COP CMPL side-1pPS-DAT visitor-GEN number-3PS also 
 
 azalıbdır. 
 azal-ıb-dır 
 reduce-GCNJ-COP 

The strange thing is that the number of visitors to us has also dropped. 
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49) Görünür, Fǝrman gördüklǝrini dostlarımıza da 
 görün-ür Fǝrman gör-dük-lǝr-i-ni dost-lar-ımız-a da 
 appear-PR Ferman see-OPTC-PL-3PS-ACC friend-PL-1pPS-DAT also 
 
 söylǝyibdir. 
 söylǝ-yib-dir 
 tell-GCNJ-COP 

It seems that Ferman has also told our friends what he saw. 

Comments on the Text 

1. Paragraph Breaks 

In the printed text new paragraphs are indicated at sentences 12b, 14, 22, 34, 
34b, 35, 40, 44b and 46. The reason for some of these breaks (at least those at 
12b, 34b and 44b) is the typesetting convention for direct speech. The native 
speakers in the group suggested that there should also be paragraph breaks at 
sentence 30, perhaps also at sentence 26. 

2. Tense 

The main verbs of each sentence (excluding quotations) have the following 
pattern of tenses: 

Sentences 1-2: simple past -dI. 

Sentences 3-21: past continuous -IrdI and past perfect -mIşdI, also past copula 
idi. 
(Exception: sentence 21: future -Ar because implicitly subordinate to the 
main clause of sentence 20.) 

Sentences 22-45: simple past -dI. 
(Exceptions: sentence 24: copula -dIr because this is background material; 
sentence 26: the grammatical main clause is past perfect -mIşdI, but this is a 
standardised opener, and the logical main clause is simple past -dI.) 

Sentences 46-49: gerund with copula -Ib-dIr. 
(Exception: sentence 48: the grammatical main clause is copula -dIr, but 
this is a standardised opener, and the logical main clause is gerund with 
copula -Ib-dIr.) 

Tentative observations: Sentences 1-2 are a background narrative giving 
the prehistory of the situation, and sentences 3-21 are a background desciption 
of the situation arising from the prehistory. Sentences 22-45 are the main 
narrative of the story, with some embedded background material. Sentences 46-
49 are the conclusion, using a tense (analogous to the English perfect used in the 
free translation of these sentences) which suggests that the resulting situation 
continues to the present day, that is, the assumed time of narration. 
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In two other texts described as legends the main narrative is given in the 
present tense -Ir). Native speakers said that this “historic present” is an 
indication that the events are legendary and not factual. The simple past tense is 
used to present events as factual. In fairy tales the main narrative is in the simple 
past, but the tale is introduced with the formula Biri var idi, biri yox idi 
(equivalent to the English “Once upon a time”), which could be translated 
literally as “Some existed, some did not exist” and seems to suggest that what 
follows is not actually a true story. Thus in Azerbaijani legends and fairy tales 
must be considered as separate genres. 

3. Participant Reference 

The following participants appear: 

1. Rauf and the narrator together, who appear in the story from sentence 1 
with no special introduction. They are referred to in various nominal and 
pronominal forms: as Raufla mǝn ‘Rauf and I’ (1, 28), as biz ‘1 pl’ (9, 10, 16, 
17, 18 (twice), 43), or as ikimiz ‘the two of us’ (2, 24, 25), once as kişilǝr ‘men’ 
(21), and once as the possessive pronoun bizim ‘our’. They are also references 
with no overt noun or pronoun: as possessors marked with the suffix -(I)mIz ‘1 
pl’ with no explicit pronoun (6, 7, 9, 11 (twice), 15, 20, 23, 24 (twice), 25 
(twice), 26, 29, 46, 48, 49), and with subject-agreement affixes in main clauses 
(3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 20) or subordinate clauses (20). Finally, in direct speech they are 
also null references as second-person subjects of imperative clauses (12, 13). 

2. Azer, introduced in sentence 6 with the long introductory formula Qonşu 

otaqda oturan – şö’bǝmizin işçisi Azǝr ‘Azer, a colleague in our department who 
worked in the next room’. He is referred to by the emphatic form Azǝrin özü 
‘Azer himself’ in sentence 8, and then disappears from the story. He is 
reintroduced in sentence 26 with the shorter formula iş yoldaşımız Azǝr ‘our 
work colleague Azer’. After that he is referred to by his name (29, 42, 43, 47), 
with the pronouns o ‘3 sg’ (43) and öz-özü ‘himself’ (29). There are also 
references to with no overt noun or pronoun: as possessor (44), and with the null 
third-person subject-agreement affix (27, 29, 44). In direct speech he is referred 
to as bu boyda oğlan ‘a boy this age’ (33), oğlan ‘boy’ (36), with the pronouns 
öz-özü ‘himself’ (38) and mǝn ‘1 sg’ (44, 45), with the null third-person subject-
agreement affix (37, 38 (three times), 39) and the first-person subject-agreement 
affix (44), and as possessor (37 (twice)). 

3. The department chief, introduced in sentence 9; there is no special 
introduction, but his existence can already be inferred from the mention of a 
department in sentence 2. He is initially referred to as şö’bǝ müdirimiz ‘our 
department chief’, then simply as müdirimiz ‘our chief’ (11, 24) and also as kişi 
‘the man’ (14), and with the null third-person subject-agreement as subject (10, 
12, 13) and as the unexpressed agent of a passive (18). 
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4. The director, mentioned only in sentence 10; there is again no special 
introduction, but this person’s existence can already be inferred from the 
mention of an office in sentence 1. 

5. The visitors, first mentioned indefinitely as çox adam ‘many people’ in 
sentence 11 and then gradually given a detailed description from sentence 16 
onwards. Various phrases are used to refer to these visitors: yanımıza gǝlib-

gedǝn literally ‘coming and going to our side’ (15, 48), bu gǝlib-gedǝnlǝr ‘these 
coming and going ones’ (16), dostlarımız ‘our friends’ (20 (as part of a longer 
expression), 49, also in the description in 16). They are also referred to with 
subject-agreement affixes (17, 21). In direct speech there are also null references 
as second-person subjects of imperative clauses (19). 

6. Ferman, one of the group of visitors, who is first mentioned in sentence 22 
without special introduction and then further described in sentence 24. In the 
narrative he is always referred to by his name (22, 24, 32, 34, 43, 46, 49), except 
for one pronoun reference as o ‘3 sg’ (24) and four references with no overt 
nouns or pronouns, two with subject-agreement affixes (23, 24) and two with 
possessor morphology (both in 23). In direct speech he is referred to as qardaş 
‘brother’ (32) and bu gǝlib-gedǝn ‘this coming and going one’ (45), and with a 
null reference as subject (38). 

7. Rauf, first mentioned individually in sentence 31. In the narrative he is 
always referred to by his name (31, 35, 43, 44, in addition to the instances of 
Raufla mǝn mentioned above), except for one reference with the null third-
person subject-agreement affix (32). In direct speech he is referred to by two 
affixal references, one as subject (45) and one as possessor (44). 

8. The narrator, mentioned individually only in sentences 40-43, as mǝn ‘1 sg’ 
(40), özüm ‘myself’ (41), and with a subject-agreement affix (41 (twice), 42, 
43). 

Tentative observations: The main characters, Rauf and the narrator, are 
assumed to need no introduction; the story is written as if they are already 
known to the reader. The secondary characters, Azer, the group of visitors, and 
Ferman, are each introduced with a description, but this description is 
sometimes delayed for artistic effect. The tertiary characters, the department 
chief and the director, are not named and not described, but their existence can 
be inferred from the general situation and so no description is necessary. 

In many texts in various Turkic languages new characters are regularly 
introduced with the formula bir ‘one’, functioning as an indefinite article. In this 
case bir is generally found immediately before the noun, after any adjective 
phrases (as in Fatma adında yetim bir qızı and ayrı bir arvad below).3 This way 
of introducing new characters is found in Azerbaijani fairy tales. For example, in 

                                                           
3 When bir is used as a numeral or with the meaning ‘the same’ it is generally found at 
the beginning of a noun phrase, before any adjective phrases. 
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the following beginning of the fairy tale Göyçǝk Fatma all six new characters 
are introduced with bir (bold italics). 

Biri var idi, biri yox idi, allahın bǝndǝsi çox idi, bir kişiynǝn bir arvad 
var idi. Günlǝrin birindǝ iş elǝ gǝtirdi ki, bu kişinin arvadı azarlayıb öldü. 

Hǝmin arvaddan Fatma adında yetim bir qızı, bir dǝ oğlu qaldı. Kişi gördü 

ki, uşaqlara baxa bilmǝyǝcǝk, odu ki, ayrı bir arvad aldı. Kişinin bu 

arvaddan da bir qızı oldu, amma bu yaman kifir qız idi. 

“Once upon a time, when there were many servants of God, there was a 

man and a wife. One day this man’s wife fell sick and died. The same wife 
left an orphan girl called Fatma and also a boy. The man saw that he could 
not look after the children, and so he took another wife. From this wife of 
the man also a girl was born, but this one was a terribly plain girl.” 

But in the text Zarafat none of the characters are introduced with bir. The native 
speakers in the group said that the introduction with bir is used in fairy tales but 
not in artistic works. 

Note that Rauf, Azer and Ferman are all common first names for males in 
Azerbaijan. The words oğlan ‘young man’ (8, 33, 36), kişi ‘man’ (14, 21) and 
qardaş ‘brother’ (32) show that the main characters, including the narrator, and 
the department chief are all male. The director could be male or female. There 
are no other explicit gender markers in the text. 

4. Pronouns and Demonstratives 

As in other Turkic language texts, there are relatively few pronouns referring 
to participants in this text. The personal pronoun mǝn ‘1 sg’ occurs in sentences 
1, 28, 40 and in direct speech in sentences 44 and 45; the personal pronoun biz 
‘1 pl’ in sentences 9, 10, 16, 17, 18 (twice), 43; the pronoun o ‘3 sg’ as a 
pronoun referring to participants (rather than as a demonstrative) in sentences 
18, 24, 43; the reflexive pronoun öz or its reduplicated form öz-özü (‘self’) in 
sentences 8, 18, 25, 29, 41 and in direct speech in sentence 38. The following 
demonstratives are found: o ‘that’ in sentences 10, 24, 29, 46, 47; bu ‘this’ in 
sentences 9, 11, 16 (twice), 18, 24, 29, 30, 40, 46 and in direct speech in 
sentences 12, 19, 33, 35, 45 (none of these as the head of a noun phrase referring 
to a participant); bura ‘here’ in sentence 48 and in direct speech in sentences 12, 
13. 

Tentative observations: The most significant point here is that only in three 
places (in sentences 18, 24 and 43) is a third person pronoun used in place of a 
name or description. There are many more references to participants with no 
overt noun or pronoun; that is, references with subject-agreement affixes or with 
possessor affixes. The only uses of a pronoun as a subject in the whole text are 
biz in sentence 18 (the native speakers explained this as emphatic and showing 
humour), mǝn in direct speech in sentence 44 (probably for humorous effect), 
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and mǝn as part of the compound subject (where it could not be omitted) in 
sentence 28. The pronominal use of o in sentence 43 as an indirect object could 
not have been omitted. The use of bizim in sentence 18, as a possessor, could 
apparently have been omitted, but according to the native speakers it was 
included to emphasise the focus indicated by öz. Similarly in sentences 10, 16, 
18 biz ‘1 pl’ is used where it could apparently have been omitted, as there are 
possessive suffixes on the nouns, but the native speakers explained the use in 
sentence 10 as official language and those in sentences 16 and 18 as showing 
emphasis and humour. In sentence 43 bizim ‘1 pl’ is used as a possessor but the 
normal possessive suffix on the noun is omitted, probably for stylistic reasons. 
Thus we may conclude that pronouns are used in places where they are optional 
according to the rules of grammar only for special effect. There is no sign in this 
text of the usage observed in other texts, in which the pronoun o is used an 
explicit subject or possessor to indicate a shift to a different participant. 

5. Word Order 

In this text the typical Turkish SOV word order is generally followed closely 
in the narrative, but not in direct speech. One regular exception to this is that 
subordinate clauses introduced by ki come at the end of the clause although they 
most commonly function as the grammatical object. Direct speech can also be 
placed after the verb of saying of which it is the direct object, as in sentence 34, 
although it can also be placed before the verb of saying as in sentences 12-13. 

In direct speech introduced by ki in sentences 18-19, 32-33 and 35-39 SOV 
order is followed closely. This may be an indication that this is not true direct 
speech, although the pronouns and verb tenses have not been transformed in the 
way expected in indirect speech. The direct speech in sentences 12-13 and 44-45 
is, however, quite different. In three of these four sentences (12, 13, 44) the verb 
stands at the beginning, and in the remaining one (45) there is a noun phrase 
after the verb. This is probably intended as a genuine expression of colloquial 
language in such circumstances, but it is also noteworthy that in both cases the 
speakers are demonstrating strong emotion and this may well explain the 
disruption of word order. 

The word order is OSV in sentences 31 and 40. According to the native 
speakers, the OSV order in 31 gives focus to the subject, Rauf. In sentence 40, 
the order may be due to the fact that the subject is the new information here, or it 
may simply be that it is more natural for the subject of an infinitive to stand with 
the main verb. Another possible explanation of the order in sentence 31 would 
be that the subject Rauf is a new topic, and so is displaced towards the end of the 
sentence. In sentence 40, however, the object mǝni ‘me’ is the new topic, and the 
equivalent explanation here would have to be that the new topic is displaced 
towards the start of the sentence. See also the section below on topic. 

A direction or destination phrase occurs at the end of a clause, after the verb, 
in sentences 23 (sağ ayağının üstünǝ), 24 (qoz qabığına), 25 (aşağı), 29 (öz-
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özünǝ), and 43 (birbaşa bizim otağa). This, like the use of subordinate clauses 
introduced by ki, may be an indication of Farsi influence, for in Farsi (which 
generally uses SOV ordering) destination phrases are regularly located after the 
verb. It is interesting that this word order is found only in the main narrative 
section, sentences 22-45. Not all such phrases within this section are at the end 
of the clause, however. They occur before the verb in sentences 26 (içǝri), 32 
(Fǝrmana sarı), 42 (qonşu otağa – Azǝrin yanına), 43 (dǝhlizǝ), 44 (Raufun 

üstünǝ). Thus it is not a general rule in Azerbaijani that the destination comes 
after the verb. It is not clear how the choice of position is made. 

6. Conjunctions and Cohesion 

There are few conjunctions in the text. The particle da or dǝ ‘also’ is used to 
link clauses (2, 5, 8, 10, 11, 29, 30, 44, 46, 48). It is also used to link clauses in 
direct speech (38, 39). In two cases da is used as part of longer phrases used as 
conjunctions: Elǝ bununla da (30), Bununla da (46). In sentence 9 da is part of 
the concessive clause construction, and in sentence 47 it is used as part of the 
idiom doğrudan da. Also, the construction nǝ ... nǝ dǝ ‘neither ... nor’ is used to 
link two clauses in sentence 18. 

The subordinating conjunction ki is found in sentences 3, 10, 11, 16, 18 
(twice), 20, 21, 24, 26, 32, 35, 48, plus in direct speech in sentences 33, 34 
(idiomatic use); this is a high rate of usage for a construction which is said to be 
deprecated in literary Azerbaijani. 

The postposition ilǝ ‘with’, which is often shortened to a suffix -la or -lǝ, is 
used to conjoin noun phrases (1, 28). The only other conjunctions which occur 
are amma ‘but’ (16), isǝ ‘on the other hand’ (22, 27), and vǝ ‘and’ (23, 38 (in 
direct speech), 42); the rarity of these coordinating conjunctions is noteworthy. 

Cohesion between successive sentences is expressed as follows (where 
cohesion is between two sentences, numbers given indicate the second sentence 
of the pair; direct speech is omitted here): 

Same topic re-expressed: 2, 11, 14, 24 

Same topic, null reference: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 32, 
41, 42, 43, 44 

Head-tail linkage: 8 (zarafat and zarafatcıl), 16 (gǝlib-gedǝn) 

Summary statement: 9, 10, 30, 40, 46 

Link word or phrase: 15 (düzü), 22 (Nǝ isǝ…), 26 (Bir xeyli keçmişdi ki) 

Dialogue alternation: 34, 35 

Unusual verb form: 47, 48, 49 

Nothing explicit: 28, 31 

Tentative observations: Conjunctions apparently do not serve as the major 
devices showing cohesion, but rather to nuance the cohesion already expressed 
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in other ways. Indeed it is not clear why conjunctions are used in some cases but 
not in others. In two cases (28, 31) there is cohesion in the general situation, but 
there is possibly a deliberate avoidance of any markers of cohesion to show the 
tense and divided situation in the room; in the latter case the marked OSV word 
order may also serve to indicate the tension. 

7. Focus 

The following may be considered to be markers of focus: the emphatic 
pronoun özü, that is, öz with the possessive suffix (8, 18); the phrase Bütün 

bunlar hamısı (with two morphemes bütün ‘whole’ and hamı ‘all’ (9); the 
forward movement of the verbs in direct speech (12, 13, 44, 45); the double 
negative construction az olmurdu ‘were not few’ (15); the otherwise optional 
pronouns in sentences 10, 16, 43, 44, and three times in sentence 18 (in which 
the different focus markers indicate contrast); and the OSV word order in 
sentences 31 and 40. 

8. Topic 

The following list of topics was derived from looking at the text apart from 
any markers. Notes were then added concerning their places and means of 
introduction as new topics. 

1-7 Rauf and I possessor, normal position 

8 Azer (sub-topic?) subject, normal position, focused 

9-14 Department chief possessor, normal position 

15-21 Visitors subject, normal position, focus on verb (double 
negative) 

22-24 Ferman subject, normal position (in 22) 

25 Rauf and I subject, normal position, some focus (hǝr ikimiz … 

öz işimizlǝ) 

26-29 Azer subject, normal position, reintroduction formula 

31-39 Rauf subject, right-shifted to pre-verbal position (in 31) 

40-42 I object, left-shifted to position before subject 

43-44 Azer possessor, normal position 

46-49 Our work (?) subject, normal position 

There is little evidence for special marking or positioning of new topics. The 
right shift of the new topic in sentence 30 is not seen anywhere else, even where 
it could easily have been done as in sentence 22. More texts should be studied to 
see if new topics introduced as objects are regularly left-shifted. But it would 
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seem more probable that the disruptions of word order in sentences 31 and 40 
are not related to the introduction of new topics. 

9. Sentence length 

The sentences in this text have from 2 to 23 words (counting direct speech as 
single word in the speech introducing sentence, and counting hyphenated words 
as two words). The most common sentence length is 6 words, and the average 
length is 8.4 words. Only 8 sentences have more than 12 words, but there is 
some evidence of a secondary peak with two sentences of 18 words and one of 
19 words. Of the total 447 words, 140 are verbs or from verbal roots, i.e. one in 
3.2. A similar count of a descriptive text in Azerbaijani gave almost the same 
average sentence length, and there was a similar secondary peak of sentence 
length at 17-18 words, but the frequency of verbs was lower, about one in 4 (38 
sentences, 326 words, 82 verbs). When interpreting these figures, it must be 
remembered that there are relatively few pronouns, conjunctions, or particles in 
Azerbaijani texts. 
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Appendix: Text in Azerbaijani Cyrillic script 

Ҹүмшүд Исҝәндәров, ЗАРАФАТ 

Институту гуртаранда Рауфла мәним тә’јинатымы бир идарәјә 
вердиләр. Хошбәхтликдән икимиз дә бир шѳ’бәдә, һәтта бир кабинетдә 
отурмалы олдуг. Алты-једди ај иди ки, ишләјирдик. Артыг идарәјә 
исинишмишдик. Ишчиләрин бә’зиләри илә дә достлуг едирдик. Гоншу 
отагда отуран – шѳ’бәмизин ишчиси Азәрлә даһа меһрибан олмушдуг. 
Зарафатымыздан галмырдыг. Елә Азәрин ѳзү дә зарафатҹыл, јумору севән 
оғлан иди. Бүтүн бунлар һамысы јахшы олса да шѳ’бә мүдиримизин бизә 
гаршы мүнасибәти ҝет-ҝедә писләширди. Иш о јерә чатмышды ки, бизим 
барәмиздә директора да шикајәт етмишди. Мүдиримизин ирады да бу иди 
ки, јанымыза чох адам ҝедиб-ҝәлир. Нечә дәфә һирсләниб: 

– Јығышдырын бу ҝәлиш-ҝедиши бурдан! Дѳндәрмисиниз бураны 
“шејтан базары”на! – демишди. 

Киши һаглы иди. Дүзү, јанымыза ҝәлиб-ҝедән аз олмурду.  Амма 
мәсәлә бундајды ки, бу ҝәлиб-ҝедәнләр бизим јатагхана, тәләбә 
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достларымыз иди. Тез-тез бизимлә һал-әһвал тутмаға ҝәлирдиләр. Нә 
онларын ѳзләри билирдиләр ки, бу ҝәлиш-ҝедиш үчүн бизим үзүмүз 
данланыр, нә дә биз үрәк едиб дејә билирдик ки, бәс мәсәлә беләдир. Бир 
аз бу ҝәлиш-ҝедиши азалдын. Горхурдуг ки, бирҹә кәлмә сѳз илә нечә ил 
бир групда охудуғумуз, бир јатагханада галдығымыз достларымызын 
үрәкләринә хал салаг. Дүшүнәрләр ки, кишиләр вәзифә саһиби оландан 
јаман дәјишибләр. 

Нә исә… Јенә ҝүнләрин бир ҝүнүндә Фәрман гапыны ачды. Хош-беш, 
он бешдән сонра бѳјрүмүздәки стулу чәкиб әјләшди вә сол ајағыны 
ашырды сағ ајағынын үстүнә. Бу Фәрман о Фәрмандыр ки, кечән һәфтә дүз 
ики саат јанымызда отуруб ҝедәндән сонра мүдиримиз онун үстүндә һәр 
икимизи салмышды гоз габығына. Јенә ишин нә јердә олдуғуну билиб һал-
әһвалдан сонра һәр икимиз башымызы салыб ашағы лагејдҹәсинә ѳз 
ишимизлә мәшғул олдуг. Бир хејли кечмишди ки, иш јолдашымыз Азәр 
ҝүлә-ҝүлә ичәри ҝирди. Нә исә зарафат етмәк истәди. Рауфла мән гејри-
ихтијари ҹиддиләшдик. Əһәмијјәт вермәдијимизи ҝѳрүб Азәр бир нечә 
кәлмә о јандан, бу јандан данышыб ѳз-ѳзүнә ҝүлә-ҝүлә дә отагдан чыхды. 
Елә бунунла да вәзијјәт дәјишди. Отагдакы сүкуту Рауф позду. Фәрмана 
сары дѳнүб башлады ки, еһ, гардаш, дүнјанын ишинә бах! Һеч рәвадыр ки, 
бу бојда оғлан ағлыны итирә?! 

Фәрман тәәҹҹүбләнди: 

– Ноолуб ки? 

Рауф башлады ки, та бундан артыг олаҹаг? Ҝүл кими оғлан дурдуғу 
јердә һаваланыб, башына һава ҝәлиб. Данышығыны, сѳзүнү билмир. Бах, 
ҝѳрдүнмү, ичәри ҝирди, ѳз-ѳзүнә данышды вә ҝүлә-ҝүлә дә чыхды. О ҝүн 
дә дәһлиздә киминсә башына бир гапаз салыб, дејирләр. 

Сѳһбәтин бу јериндә мәни ҝүлмәк тутду. Ѳзүмү сахлаја билмәјәҹәјими 
ҝѳрүб бир бәһанә илә отагдан чыхдым. Вә гоншу отаға – Азәрин јанына 
кечдим. Рауфун Фәрмана данышдыгларыны она чатдыранда Азәр 
динмәзҹә дәһлизә чыхыб кечди бирбаша бизим отаға. Кечмәји илә дә 
бармагларыны ҹүтләјиб Рауфун үстүнә атылмағы бир олду: 

– Чыхарарам ҝѳзләрини, мән дәлијәм?! Бу ҝәлиб-ҝедәнә нә данышырсан 
мәним барәмдә?.. 

Бунунла да о ҝүндән ишимиз дүзәлибдир. Азәрин доғрудан да 
һаваланмасына инанан Фәрман елә о чыхан чыхыбдыр. Гәрибә бурасыдыр 
ки, јанымыза ҝәлиб-ҝедәнин сајы да азалыбдыр. Ҝѳрүнүр, Фәрман 
ҝѳрдүкләрини достларымыза да сѳјләјибдир. 


